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GLITTERSTARZ, INC. ANNOUNCES STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH
CHEERMAX AND APEX CHAMPIONSHIPS

MCCOOK, IL, Sept. 13, 2022 – GlitterStarz, Inc. is excited to announce an
official Partnership with CheerMAX and Apex Championships beginning with the
2022-2023 competition season.

With all industry stakeholders top of mind, the spirit fashion entity has joined forces with the IEP duo
to drive gyms and studios, athletes, parents and ultimately families and communities to successful
and more enjoyable competitive seasons.

“We love cheerleading because it is such an active and uplifting sport – we try to stay active and have
an uplifting attitude in our business as well. We hope to share this uplifting spirit with our customers
so they can “spread the sparkle” throughout their teams and communities,” said GlitterStarz Founder
Liz Scumaci.

The strategic partnership features planning and communication best practices for coaches and gym
owners, and event incentives such as level champion gifts, and a dedicated space for coaches at
events.

Lisa Jablonski, Co-Owner of both event brands stated, “We are thrilled to work in tandem with
GlitterStarz to provide experiences and resources for our clients that confirm our commitment not just
to produce great events, but to better the cheer and dance industries as whole.”

For more information surrounding this partnership and other initiatives, visit www.glitterstarz.com.

About GlitterStarz, Inc.
Founded in 2006 by Liz Scumaci, GlitterStarz is known for their intricate and beautiful designs and
high quality materials. With a goal to ‘make the world sparkle... one athlete at a time,’ GlitterStarz
designs and manufactures uniforms, warmups, practice wear, accessories and apparel for the cheer
and dance industry and is well-known for their incredible rhinestone designs and affordable prices.

About CheerMAX and Apex Championships
CheerMAX and Apex Championships produce FUN, FAIR & AFFORDABLE, Cheer and Dance
Championships across the United States. With full lights and sound production at all competitions,
qualified knowledgeable judges, score check and lots of fun for the entire family

Owned by Cory Moretz and Lisa Jablonski, the Independent Event Producers combine a wealth of
knowledge and experience in the cheer and dance industry and event production which aids  them in
providing the highest quality event.
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